Abstract. Current density profiles of 22 thin current sheets, crossed by four Cluster spacecraft in the magnetotail are compared with the self-consistent model of anisotropic 1-D equilibrium, including several species of quasi-adiabatic (transient) ions and drifting electrons. In order to examine ion-scale features of the current density profile Cluster data from the 2001 and 2004 tail seasons were used when the spacecraft separation was about 2000 and 1000 km, respectively, while electron-scale features are studied using Cluster data from the 2003 season , when the spacecraft separation was about 200 km. The model ion and electron current density peaks embedded in a background plasma sheet successfully reproduce observed profiles. Stability criteria of the model current sheet are also consistent with the experiment.
Introduction
The magnetotail current sheet is an essential element of the Earth's magnetosphere and is responsible for energy storage and release processes during substorms and storms, particle acceleration. The novel multi-point Cluster project revealed a rich variety of sheet structures. The scale (thickness) of a thin sheet is of the order of some thousands km (Runov et al., 2005a) , but in some cases can be only several hundred km . In majority of cases current density profiles were distinctly different from the classical Harris
Correspondence to: A. V. Artemyev (ante0226@gmail.com) shape and were categorized as embedded, bifurcated, or nonsymmetric Asano et al., 2005; Nakamura et al., 2006; Thompson et al., 2006) . Another unexpected feature was abundance of strongly tilted (in YZ GSM plane) sheets (Sergeev et al., 2004; Runov et al., 2005a; Petrukovich et al., 2006) . A significant progress has been achieved in the development of theoretical sheet models. The simplest model is the 1-D kinetic Harris model (Harris et al., 1962) , which is an exact solution of Vlasov equation. Recently it was generalized for kappa velocity distribution (Fu and Hau, 2005; Hau and Fu, 2007) , ion and electron dominated current sheets (Yoon and Lui, 2004) as well as bifurcated sheets (Camporeale and Lapenta, 2005) . Constant plasma drift velocity is common feature of these models, and therefore current density is proportional to plasma density j y (z) ∼n(z). (The GSM frame of reference is used hereafter.) This defines the general structure of Harris-type sheets but found to be generally not consistent with Cluster observations .
The influence of nonzero normal component of the magnetic field, B z , which is absent in the Harris-type models, but is always present in the magnetotail has been considered to be one of the important reasons of such discrepancy. B z might dramatically change the equilibrium state, because it introduces topological changes in particle trajectories (Buchner and Zelenyi, 1989) . In general the condition B z =0 requires two-dimensionality (∂ ∂x =0, ∂ ∂z =0). This problem was solved by Schindler (1972) , Kan (1973) , Lembege and Pellat (1982) and Manankova (2003) , who presented 2-D kinetic current sheet models. 2-D fluid models have been built as a solution of Grad-Shafranov equation Schindler, 1983, 2002) . The generalization of Vlasov solutions was implemented in 2-D kinetic models by Schindler 2750 A. V. Artemyev et al.: Multi-point measurements of current sheet structure and analytical models and Birn (2000) and Birn et al. (2004) . Several aspects of these models were compared with the experimental data . In all models mentioned above an isotropic pressure tensor was considered and the normal magnetic component, B z =0, was introduced in the frame of 2-D configuration.
However, there exists another approach to overcome this problem. Rich et al. (1972) assumed that an anisotropy of the pressure tensor is sufficient to obtain a 1-D plasma equilibrium with B z =0. Several other models considering pressure anisotropy have been proposed, for example, the triply split current model, obtained numerically by Bykov et al. (2008) , the model by Zelenyi et al. (2000 Zelenyi et al. ( , 2006 ) (see below), and the model of bifurcated sheet, taking into account population of non-adiabatic particles (Sitnov et al., 2003) . The last model has been compared with experimental bifurcated current sheet (Sitnov et al., 2006) .
The subject of our interest are models, describing thin magnetotail current sheet with characteristic scale of the order of ion Larmor radius (Runov et al., 2005; , which has been observed by Cluster. Note that the models with isotropic pressure tensor are essentially not applicable for these thin current sheets, because their current density profiles have no sufficiently sharp (and high) maximum. In contrary, the models with anisotropic pressure might more adequately describe fine structure of thin current sheets depending on the peculiarities of particle distribution functions and nonadiabatic particle dynamics. Therefore for comparison with Cluster observations we have chosen the model of anisotropic current sheet, based on quasiadiabatic ion dynamics in the curved magnetic field (Zelenyi et al., 2000) . It has further modifications, taking into account asymmetric plasma sources (Malova et al., 2007) , electron currents in a fluid approach (Zelenyi et al., 2004a, b) , trapped plasma component (Zelenyi et al., 2002) , heavy and light ions (Zelenyi et al., 2006) etc. This model is in a good accordance with the particle-in-cell simulations (Mingalev et al., 2007) . Several existing model variants provide us a tool to describe and to explain quite a wide variety of the observed structures.
We, however, did not try to compare the observations with the other existing models, e.g. Schindler and Birn (2002) and Birn et al. (2004) . Although, the other models of thin current sheets could explain the experimental observation as well.
Validation of the models with observational data is not a straightforward task. For example existing datasets (see Sect. 3) contain a certain preselection of relatively thin sheets (rapid current sheet flapping events) with the scales of the order of the spacecraft separation. The thicker and thinner sheets are not resolved well enough for quantitative analysis. Interpretation of the observed sheet characteristics (and hence, applicability of specific models) may vary depending on the actual magnetic field geometry, local plasma properties and level of magnetospheric activity. A number of events (in particular, with bifurcated profiles) observed during very active periods were explained in the frame of X-line current sheets (Thompson et al., 2006) . Another relatively numerous subclass of strongly tilted sheets was associated with the specific plasma sheet deformation -differential vertical motion of neighboring flux tubes (slippage) (Petrukovich et al., 2006 (Petrukovich et al., , 2008 .
In this paper we check the applicability of the Zelenyi et al. (2000) model to a specific subclass of Cluster current sheet observations -thin horizontal single-peaked sheets. The theory operates with the stationary case and Maxwellian ion energy (but not angle) distribution, while in reality the plasma structure is much more complicated, and therefore the full coincidence with experiment might be unattainable. The goal of this investigation is to show principal consistency between the model and observations, based on the statistics of events mostly taken from the previously assembled data sets. The detailed fitting may be left to future individual case studies. In the following we briefly describe the applied models, the data selection approach, and comparison of 22 current sheet crossing events.
The thin anisotropic current sheet model
We use several modifications of the thin anisotropic current sheet model by Zelenyi et al. (2000) . The current is carried by quasi-adiabatic ions moving in strongly curved magnetic field B={B x , 0, B z }. The normal component B z is constant, while the profile of tangential magnetic field B x is determined self-consistently. The earlier version of this model considered only transient ions (Buchner and Zelenyi, 1989; Zelenyi et al., 2000) (Fig. 1) . Ion dynamics is defined by two major parameters: b n =B z B 0 (this parameter should be relatively small for integrability of ion trajectories), B x =B 0 at the edge of a sheet, and the flow anisotropy parameter ε=v T v D (v T -ion thermal velocity and v D -flow velocity along magnetic field at the edge). Contrary to the Harrislike sheet the current density in the anisotropic model has a narrow peak in the center, while the plasma density does not vanish at the edges (Fig. 2a) . Therefore the spatial scales of plasma density and current density are principally different (the current sheet is embedded into the plasma sheet). Current sheet thickness predicted by this early model was of the order of an ion Larmor radius (order of thousand km).
For electron motion a drift approximation is used, so that electron current density is a sum of cross-field particle motion and curvature drifts (Zelenyi et al., 2004a, b) . Electrons with an anisotropic pressure p e,I I =p e,⊥ create a sharp maximum of current density (of the order of hundred km thick) in the center of a sheet (Fig. 2b ) due to local, but very strong curvature drift. The degree of electron anisotropy (p e,I I −p e,⊥ ) is determined self-consistently and depends on electron-ion temperature ratio and average value of electron pitch-angle (Zelenyi et al., 2004b) . In a case of isotropic electron pressure p e,I I =p e,⊥ electron currents are much smaller j ⊥,e j ⊥,i , resulting in a slight bifurcation of the current density profile (Fig. 2c ). In the current version of the model the ratio of ion-to-electron temperature at the edges is in the range 3-5.
A number of the model modifications, taking into account different ion populations and trapped plasma, allow to create thicker sheets (Fig. 2d ). The trapped plasma (i.e. protons with a long life time inside a sheet) does not carry any current, but locally redistributes the current density (Zelenyi et al., 2002) . In the current model the proportion of trapped to transient plasma is set to 15. Addition of oxygen ions (Zelenyi et al., 2006) increases the sheet scale due to larger Larmor radius of heavier ions. Finally, we introduced two Maxwellian ion populations (the colder and the hotter) to simulate plasma distribution with extended power law energy tail. Presence of ions with higher energy and with larger Larmor radius also results in the sheet thickening.
Selection of experimental data and the approach to comparison
Observational data for comparison with the theory were mostly taken from several published investigations of fast current sheet crossings (Runov et al., 2005a Nakamura et al., 2006) . Event identifications, proper coordinate frames of reference and main sheet parameters were adopted from those datasets, but magnetic field and current density profiles were reprocessed with the use of public CAA archive. Cluster 4 CODIF ion moments were used. The 2001 dataset is the automatically selected collection of all fast (within 5 min) current sheet crossings (flapping events) with B x change larger than 15 nT, which occurred during July-October 2001 (Runov et al., 2005a . The 2004 dataset is a similar collection for the respective year. Descriptions of data processing techniques can be found in other publications (Runov et al., 2005a (Runov et al., , b, 2006 Petrukovich et al., 2006) .
During the seasons of 2001 and 2004 Cluster spacecraft separation was about 1000-2000 km, suitable to resolve the ion-scale current sheet details. However it was too large to resolve electron-scale current peaks, which are an essential part of some models (the central narrow maximum in is not yet available and we picked up several events after a review of published investigations and original data.
In order to select only cases, which are closer to the scope of our model, additional constraints were applied. We have taken only: (1) Almost horizontal current sheets with the normal vertical component N z >0.8 (in GSM coordinates, N z is projection of normal vector to 0Z axis). (2) Sheets with more or less complete (with both wings of a sheet detected) and center-peaked current density profiles (with visual inspection). (3) Relatively small magnetic field components B n (along the normal) and B m (along the current) B n , |B m | <0.3B 0 , where B 0 is the magnetic field outside the thin embedded current sheet (see below). The final set contains 22 events.
The embedded sheet should be described by two basic magnetic field values: B 0 at the edge of the modeling box (edge of the current sheet) and the total (lobe equivalent) magnetic field B 2 ext = 2µ 0 n p T p +n e T e z=0 . For the experimental data we used the standard form B 2 ext = 2µ 0 1.17n p T p z=0 and empirically associated B 0 with the magnetic field along the maximal variance direction (B l =BL) at the edge of the observed flapping event. It can be also understood as the maximum magnetic field in the nearest vicinity of the crossing.
In order to adapt the model to finite spatial resolution of the Cluster tetrahedron, theoretical current density profiles were smoothed by the sliding window, cor- The comparison procedure was based on parameters B 0 , B n , B ext , n p , T p , j max , L. We tried to find the suitable model (parameters) by minimizing the following function R (M):
Model parameters are with the superscript (M), experimental parameters -without superscripts. The fit was considered successful if differences between all, except may be one, parameters were within 30%. However the priority was given to better coincidence of the maximum current density (the value of function 1−j
is set not more 0.05).
The model uses dimensionless B 0 , T p , B z , ε as free parameters, while B ext , n p , L and j max are determined selfconsistently. The major model parameter ε is not easy to determine from experimental data directly, however the model B ext B 0 ratio is almost linear function of ε (Fig. 3) and it was used as a proxy for ε. Table 1 (event #5). The value of magnetic field B 0 at the edge of the sheet was taken at 03:37 UT. The model version, selected for this case, includes also anisotropic electrons and 15% of oxygen ions (the latter value is taken from according to the CODIF data). The model profile has somewhat flattened maximum, which appears due to averaging of the narrow electron peak (see Sect. 3). The optimal model has almost all parameters (current density, ion temperature, B ext , B 0 , B z /B 0 ) within 30% of experimental values. The only exception is the ion density (discrepancy is about 45%). The amplitude and scale of the current density peak are rather similar, but the experimental profile is less ordered and is slightly shifted off the center (i.e. from the position of zero magnetic field). There is also some difference at the edges, which might appear due to weak background currents in the real plasma sheet.
To investigate current density peaks at electron scales we address the 18 October 2003 case (Figs. 6, 7 and (large current density ∼20−40 nA m 2 ) , it was too small to resolve the regular ion-scale sheet current profile, similar to that in the Example 1 (∼10 nA m 2 ). Therefore in Fig. 7 only the central electron peak of the sheet is actually shown. As a consequence of that, there is large difference in B 0 (measured B 0 refers to the edge of the electron sheet, while the model B 0 -to the edge of full (ion) sheet). Differences between other parameters except ion temperature are within 30%. The model profile is quite similar to the observed one, except the less regular shape and the off-center shift of the experimental curve. 2754 A. V. Artemyev et al.: Multi-point measurements of current sheet structure and analytical models (Figs. 8, 9 and Table 1, #21). In comparison with the first example, addition of the hotter ions helped to describe the thicker sheet with the lower current density maximum. The electron current was averaged out in accordance with the spacecraft separation. In this case the difference between experimental data and theory macro parameters does not exceed 30%, except b n =0.1 in the event and b n =0.2 in theory, which may be affected also by the selection of B 0 .
Profiles for all 22 cases (including presented above) are summarized in Fig. 10 and Table 1 . Selection of particular model version for each event was carried out in a following way: if oxygen content more than 5% was reported, the model with three plasma components p + , O + and e − with anisotropic pressure have been used (##5, 15 and 16, oxygen content 15%, 5%, 30% respectively). For other sheets at first the simplest model (only transient ions and electrons) without any other additions was applied. Such an attempt was successful only in one case (#11) for a model version with anisotropic electron pressure and in two cases (##1,4) -with isotropic electron pressure. On the next stage the model with one additional free parameter (trapped plasma) was successfully applied to events ##3, 8, 10, 18, 19 . Finally the rest of crossings (## 2, 6, 7, 9, 12-14, 17, 20-22) were approximated with a two-temperature ion model (with two free parameters, which in all cases were fixed as in the example above). Experimental profiles are generally rather irregular and non-symmetric. The scope of differences between experimental and model profiles varies. In several cases the profile shapes are very similar (e.g. ##8, 16, 17), while for some others there is correspondence only in maximum current densities, while current wings are rather different (##1, 6). Plasma and magnetic field parameters always vary a lot within 30-50%.
Stability of the model sheet and experimental data
The tearing instability is one of popular candidates to trigger magnetic reconnection and substorm onsets in the magnetotail current sheet (Schindler, 1974) . Earlier it was shown that Harris-type models are stable for tearing perturbation (Pellat et al., 1991) due to electron compressibility effect. However, the thin anisotropic sheet is tearing unstable in some regions of the parameter space (ε=v T /v D and b n =B z /B 0 ) with the typical growth time of the order of one-two minutes (Zelenyi et al. 2008) . Taking into account dependence of the parameter ε from the embedding ratio (Fig. 2) , we present the map of experimental points (Fig. 11) , and only two of them fall into the instability domain. Here only 14 crossings from 2001 and 2004 years were taken, since durations of all 2003 events are much shorter than the estimated tearing mode growth rate. It is reasonable to assume that we most probably observe the sheet in a quasi steady state near equilibrium and its parameters should belong to the stability domain of the parameter space. Only relatively rare tearing unstable sheets could be observed because the time of tearing growth is equal to time of current sheet crossing. Consequently one could conclude that experimental data are not in a contradiction with the model from the point of view of tearing stability.
Discussion
According to examples presented above, the model is capable to reproduce the shape and maximum value of current density, including both ion and electron contributions as well as embedding. While the initial model with only one sort of transient ions, produces relatively thin sheet (intense current), one can make a sheet thicker by adding trapped ions or ions with larger Larmor radius. Only one out of 22 crossings can be described using the initial model. This result is in agreement with the previous work (Cully et al., 2006) . There it was found that forced thin current sheet (our initial model) could not be used for fitting Cluster observations. It is important that not observable but crucial model parameter ε could be successfully approximated by the degree of the sheet embedding, which can be determined empirically.
However, in many cases there exist substantial quantitative (of the order of 30-50%) discrepancies between model and observed plasma parameters. They can be due to a number of reasons: (1) Experimental parameters are not always well defined. Ion density and temperature can vary a lot during the crossing (e.g. Fig. 4 , where temperature is changing by a factor of two). Electron temperature is not readily available and is not taken into account in this investigation. In particular, some discrepancies can be caused by the unaccounted input from energetic ions with energy >36 keV . The boundary of embedded sheet B 0 has no formal rule of selection and is determined with visual inspection only. (2) Non-stationarity and deviations from a planar onedimensional structure may also contribute to observed differences. (3) The model in its current form also has certain limits of flexibility. The choice of ion to electron temperature ratio is presently limited to 3-5, while the proportion of trapped to transient plasma -to 15. The model extensions with trapped, oxygen and two-temperature plasma are currently realized only with anisotropic electron component. Non-maxwellian plasma can be approximated only as a combination of two maxwellian distributions.
Therefore we consider that the model successfully describes the observed sheets in principle and has the potential to explain specific cases in more details, if sufficient amount of experimental data and adequate modifications of the model would be available. A useful byproduct of this investigation is possibility to check the sheet stability versus tearing perturbations. Only two of 14 cases fell in the instability domain. Statistical significance of this result is not very high, but one can conclude on principal consistency of observations and model predictions in this aspect.
It should be noted that variety of observed current sheets is much wider, than the subset discussed in this investigation. We analyzed only more or less symmetric, horizontal and relatively thin (crossed within 5 min) current sheets, extensive survey of which was performed in the other papers and which are relatively consistent with the existing versions of our thin current sheet model.
Another important subset of observations are strongly tilted sheets, which often have dominant shear (i.e. electric current aligned) magnetic field component (Petrukovich et al., 2006) . This feature is not included in the model at this stage. Bifurcations often observed in satellite experiments were in some cases attributed to dynamic configurations Thompson et al., 2006) . Different mechanisms of bifurcation such as trapped plasma (Zelenyi et al., 2002) , influence of anisotropy (Sitnov et al., 2003) and specific velocity distributions (Camporeale and Lapenta, 2005) were suggested by theorists, but this issue is left for the future publications.
Often observed certain asymmetry (of the left and right wings) of experimental sheets in the frame of our model can be due to variability of ion sources (Malova et al., 2007) , but significant deformations, including the shift of electric current maximum away from the zero magnetic field currently can not explained by any existing model. Empirically in some cases it can be accounted for by dynamic modifications, breaking the supposition of planar current sheet (Petrukovich et al., 2008 1 ).
Finally, much lower current densities of the order of 1 nA/m 2 are often observed during more quiescent conditions. It appears that to explain such thick sheets the model needs to take into account effects of gradient drifts and therefore include gradients in x-direction.
Conclusions
We performed the comparison of experimental statistics of fast current sheet crossings by Cluster spacecraft with the model of thin anisotropic current sheet. The model generally well describes non-Harris profiles and embedded maxima of current density while its stability criteria are consistent with the observations. Therefore one might presume that the model correctly captures basic physical effects important for the current sheet formation in the magnetotail and can be used for further analysis. The progress can be made adding new physical factors such as that related with magnetic field shear. For a more detailed comparison information on actual ion and electron distribution functions should be obtained and implemented to the theoretical model.
